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The 2011 recovery tested the 

8.5565 38.2% retracement level, 

which provided clear resistance. 

Is the subsequent pullback 

corrective only? 

The 2011 recovery in USD/ZAR petered out in late November. The 

subsequent slip back recently found support from a 61.8% pullback area, but 

recovery prospects are uncertain at present. 
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DAILY CHART:  

 
Note how dual support earlier this 

year came from the falling return 

line and 7.3550 61.8% 

retracement level. So far the 

reaction from this area has been 

positive, though muted.  

 

At this stage completion of the 

first stage of any recovery would 

be signalled by a breach of the 

underside of the old channel base 

near 7.9200 currently.  
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The material and information set out in this research is not intended to be a quote of an offer 
to buy or sell any financial products.  Any expression of opinion is based on sources believed 
to be reasonably reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness.  
  
The material and information herein is general and for informational purposes only.  Although 
Seven Days Ahead endeavours to provide useful information they make no guarantee as to 
the accuracy or reliability of the research.  
The derivative market comprises volatility and considerable risks. To the maximum extent 
permitted by law no responsibility or liability can be accepted by Seven Days Ahead, any 
company or employee within its group for any action taken as a result of the information 
contained in this presentation. You are requested not to rely on any representation in this 
research and to seek specific advice from your accountant, legal adviser or financial services 
adviser when dealing with specific circumstances. 
  
 
Seven Days Ahead  is regulated by the UK Financial Services Authority. 
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